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Preface
In this thesis I have researched the origin and development
of the character of Lancelot. I have attempted to make intelligible
analyses of contributions. of his character to the development of
Arthurian romance. In so doing, I have stressed the origin of his
character according to the belief that Lancelot's antecedents lie
in Celtic myth; I have outlined the role of Lancelot in. certain
medieval romances- rrt.e Chevalier de la Charrette II by Chretien de
Troyes and Le Horte D 'Arthur by Sir Thomas Halory; and, I hav,2
shown how the character of Lancelot illustrates and gloriLi.es the
congenial doctrines of nm.our courtois.
Since the first: uso of the name nLancelot rt .in the roma....'1.ces ·
of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, his character has achieved
widesJ;road fame, accordj_ng to scholars such as H o U ., J,umian:3ky ,,
Eugene Vinaver, and R. S. Loomis, to the point of overshadowing the
fame of Gavtai.n. Lancelot rs fame, of course, is partly cltie to
Chretien and rfalory, who place Lancelot as the first kni.ght. of' the
Round 1'able. Both Chre t;:lE.'11 and Malory describe him as the epi.tome
of chivalric hero:i.sm and of tl-ie idoal o.f courtly lovcrso
Hy task ,. then,. has been to shm-1 ho':, Chretien and Mc�lory
_portray Lancelot as the r,;ost noble kni.ght .in Arthurlan chivalry�
the epito111e of knightly vj_rtuosity, and. t;he tdeal loveJ".. The text
of this thesis is divided into four chapters which deal with topics
relevant to Lancelot:. ori3in dUd source, medieval .:r�oman.ce,
characterization, and cotll'tly love o In the pagu::. which :follow, I ·
have focused attention on Lancelot and I have attempted to establish
the importance o:f his che.:cacter in the dc:velopm-�nt of J\rt-hl.lria.n
legend.
,,

v.

<

Chapter Ona
1

THE ORIGIN OP ' .'HE C.rI&.1ACTER 01•, LANCELOT

Many legends are attached to the characters of Arthurian
fiction.

Stories reportedly based in folklo.re suddenly appear

embodied in numerous medieval romances�

Often, the hero of a

minor composition is elevated to a prominent r�nk in Arthurian
cyclic material.

Some hero achieves status independent from the

legendary history and thereby becomes the subject of medieval
romances;

rather than detracting from the Arthurian matte1�,

such a hero contributes stories to the development of the cycle.
Such is the case with the character of Sir Lancelot.

As the

twelfth aY1d thirteenth centuries witnessed the evolution of the
Arthurian legend to tho expanded form of the- Arthur·ian romance,
so the exploits of Lancelot, his story dormant since Celtic birth !'
are reborn in medieval t;exts.

The phenomenon of this new birth

may be due to the populH.ri ty of Arthurian matter and to the
writers' desires to reproduce this matter in the fo rm of the
romance.1 Consequently, stories involving Arthur and his famed
Round Table of valorous knights are the subjects of renewed
interest in the t·'iiddle Ages.

Lancelot, one of many folk-heroes,

is introduced, established, glorified, and p1--eserved in the
romances of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.
Since the appearance of the name "Lancelot" in Chretien
de Troyes' "Eric," c. 1170,2 and his subsequent.rise to primacy
among the noble lists of knights a.t the court of Arthur, there.

has been an interest in the origin of Lancelot and the part he

plays in the Arthurian scheme. Invariably, the starting point of

2

any search into the origin of a literary character is from
conception.

Scholars, such as Roger Sherman Loomis, Madeleine

P. Cosman, and Lucy Allen Paton, attempt to trace Lancelot's
origin from early accounts of his birth and childhood to his
maturation as a lalight.

Often these tracings into the origin of

the hero uncover explanc.tions for his later involvement in
Arthurian adventures.

As a result of scholarly interest in

legend and folklore, s5gnifica.nt traditional themes become
relatively more signifi.cant when found in romances o

A ntudy of

the development of Lai."1.cclot should include a discus�ion of his
origin as well as an examination of his literary influence on
Arthurian matter.
Ono of the early accounts of Lancelot may be found in a
poem by Ulrich von Za.tzj_khowen.

----·

The late twelfth-contu:r.-y Germar1

poem, Lanzelet� statt�s that Lancelot is the son of !Ung ran�c an.d
Queen Clarine of Genewis.

Gaston Paris' account of the story

is as follows:
In consequence of the hatred of their subjects
the royal pair were 1:'orced to flee when Lancelot
was only a year old. During the flight,· the
king, mortally wounded,. died; and just as the
queen was about to be taken captive, a fairy
rising in a cloud of mist carried a.way the infant
Lancelot from where his parents had placed him
under a tree. The fairy took him to her abode on
e.r1 island in the midst of the sea, f'ro1n. whence
she derived her title of Lady of the Lake, and
he, as her adopted son, the name of Lancelot
du Lac; and her island was called the land of the
maidens. 3
For the most part, Ulrich summarizes the general myth which
accounts for Lancelo1; 1 s conception.

It is generally accepted

that the origin of Lancelot lies within the shadowy fiction of

Welsh hero-sagas.

The legends dealing with Cu Chulainn (or

Cuchulinn) and the story of

11

Kilhwoh and Olwen" seem t;o be the

sources behind any speculations concerning Lancelot's birth and

parentage.

Ferdinand Lot proposes that the name Lancelot is

derived .from Llenlleawc the Irishman wbo is pr•ominent in

and Olwen. u4

11

Kilhwch

Roger Sherman Loomis traces the origin of Lancelot
..

through the ev·olution .of his name and categorizes the evol'.l.tion

al.oitg; two--·lines: .· the Celtic derivation line and the evolution. of'
the name as it appears within Arthurian romance.5 Loomis believes
that Lancelot may be no other than "Lue of the Highty Blows 9 11 a
sword--w�elding god of' Irish legend ..

Because the nams, as j_t

appears in Chr�tien,. is J?renc h, not Gel tic ,, any persons

attempting to conn.ect tha medieval hero with his Celtic sntec,9dents

may do so only py equating similarities ln etymology and i.n
experiences.

The relative simj_larities between Lancelot and his

Celtic prototypes are the clues which establish Lancelot as a.

hero emerging from centuries of development through the Arthurian

matter o

Tracing various themes is a. useful clarification of .an

otherwise obscure origin of the hero Lancelot.

Gertrude Schoepperle traces Tristanis or1.gin a.long the

lines of' the traditional Gel tic formu.la of uexile and :return.0 6

James Douglass Bruce discusses the possible connection between.

,

the heroes Tristan and Lancelot in his analysis of Chretien's
romances.:7

M. P. Cosman· claims that the myths and folklores of

many cultures contain stories of heroes who are first exiled from

their lands and deprived of their destined roles.8

4
By paralleling

the exile themes of Tristan and Lancelot, a pattern develops
whereby Lance-lot 1 s exilo and return is represented by his
abduction·by the Fairy Lady of the Lake (Drune du La.cl who raises
him in isolation from chivalry in an underwater realm.

Lancelot

emerges at the age o.f fifteen and enters the world of chivalry.
Alfred T. · Nutt theorizes that most har>o stories evolve e.:1�ound
a widespread native formula.

Accordingly, tta child (such as
..

Tristan} is born illegitlma.tely or posthumously and is b1.. ought
up in seclusion by bis mother, or he ls separated from hex• in
infancy [hero atd•iction them� by a childless couple, a nu:ese ,,
a supernatural agan-t .,

Ol"

HE➔ is kept in ignorance of his f'atber �s "

name and hi"' inharited ri:�hts, until ci1,cumstances stimulate his
curiosity� he learns so:m.ething of his history and goes fm."°th to
find his father, or to .r.•ega:ln his ancestral posDessions ,, u9 The
exile/return motif, as recorded by Ulrich, finds parallels among
the folk stories involving the characters of

Cu

Chulainn, Kilhwch,

and Peredur whose origins lie in the misty fantasies of Celtic
foll{lore.

When referring to the char•a.cter of Lancelot 9 one may

actually be referring to those ancestors whose deeds have been
recorded from oral tradition.
Cosman, in her study, The Education of� Hero•� Arthurian

Romance, discusses many lores attached coP1monly ,. possibly orally 9
to popular heroes e

One theme relevant to Lancelot is the

"namelessness 11 theme which, in various versions, demonstrates
how Lancelot, "after his father t s death, is abducted by a water

5
fairy and ralr.ed by her until ready for knighthood, remaining
ignorant of his name. 111° Cosman cites the similarities in the

traditional accounts of chj_ldhood experiences of Wolfman's Parzival,

Ulrich's Lan.zelet, and the French Lancelot.

If the F.t>ench Lancelot

is a diminuative of the variables Llenlleawc (Welsh), Lanceor

{Irish), or Lancelin (German), as Loomis proposes, then Lancelot

may be justifiably portr·ayed as the hero of many Arthurian
romances.

Because

11

narnelessness 11 is an established motif of

Celtic origin, Lancelot's "sudden" appearance as a fi.gure in the

romances of the twelfth century may not be accidE3nt�l 9 contrary
to Bruce's sugrcrntion.11 Though no one would be foolJ.sh enough

to claim that Ohrftien 's inventiveness pr•ecl.udas any oral· sources,_
"tine must adr'1.i t that the similarities between tradi tj_onal Gel tic

:myth and medieval Arthurian romance do not prove any specific
literary influence�
The

'm ission/quest

11

theme is another popular theme which

may be used to connect Lancelot with oral Celtic trad:I.tion.

Nutt•s studies of the Grail romances uncovered a theme-the

Unspelling Quest12 -which suggests the possible origin of th e
Quest for_·the Holy Grail.

Nutt says that rrthe Unspelling Quest

became the central theme of the glamorous and mystifying legend
of the Grai1.1113 Lancelotts involvement in the Grail quest may
.,

be traced through Chretien's Perceval, who may be traced through

Peredur, or through Perlesvaus, or through the ;amed Pryderi l4
of Welsh tradition.

Unfor tunately, the mingling of central themes

and names leads to much confusion, a condition which plagues oral

6
transmission of tales .,

.However, the

11

Unspelling Quest 11 theme

generally involves a mission into the Otherworld in search of a
vessel possessing supernatural powers which would relieve the .
spells placed on a land of suffering people.

Loomis concludes

that the fairest estima-t;ion of the Grail legend is

11

a tradition

which, from its first ,J.ppearance in literature to the last, forms
an intee;ral part of tho Arthurian cycle, has a st:r•ong claim to
be

Celtic/1

15

Myth and magic play a great role in Arthurian le?:end.

The

Otherworld theme reachus beyond tha realm of Arthurian legend
into mysterious antiqu:1.ty o

This theme takes shape :i.n the :Middle

Ages as the "land where no man returns o 11
the Otherworld in Chr€3 tien 's

11

Le

Lancelot travels into

Chevalier de la Charrette" wher•e

Lancelot pu.L•sues the abducted Guenvvere to the land 'of Gorre.
Though the journey to the Otherworld no longer exists in medieval
romance as the sJmbol of rebirth,16 it does, however, maintain
various enchantments and characteristics of fairyland as they
once existed in Celtic lore.

Cruel customs, monsters, giants,

magic castles, bridges (as thin or as sharp as razors), rings

.,.

with supernatural powers, and a large host of fees� dwar•fs, and
captive maidens dominate the ingredients of a fantasy world in
both Celt�c le�ends and in Arthurian romance.

The day-to-day

lives of' the Ce-ltic heroes were c0ntered around the super>natural,
and therefore it is reasonable that a representa.ti ve amount of
fairy elements are retained in the evolution of Arthurian romance,
since some of the Arthurian matter ori.ginated in the stories of
the Gel ts.

7
In Sir Thomas Malory's Le Norte D 1 Arthur, various elements
from the Otherworld appear casually, and are interwoven wlthin•
the plot of the adventures of Lancelot.

The most prominent

fairy whom Lancelot encounters is Morgan le Fay.
creature is associated with treac.her;;:.

This fairy

In the Vulgate .!encelot,

Morgan le Fay has turned a valley into a place "whence ·no one
returns. rr

Lancelot t in his attempt to free the captive people,

slays Horgan I s lover.

;Kor::;a.n curses Lancelot and the lady he

loves, and with the ald of a ma:�ic ring, she imprisons T.ancelot
in the Dolorous Tower ., l'/

Malory's version is mu.ch :reduced.

He

allows Ho1·\_.an to cast n spell of sleep on Lancelot, v-Jho :t s then
imprisoned in her castle.
Lancelot encm.mte:r•s giants and dwarfs in his adventures.
18
In the 11 '1'ale of Sir Launcelot du Lake, 11
two giants guar•d a
castle of captives .,

Lc1.ncelot slays one giant whilo the other

giant flees into the woods.

The people of the castle are freed

and Lancelot becomes the hero.

'!'here are few dwarfs of any

consequence, however, in Le Horta D 1 Arthur.

Lancelot does

encounter a dwarf at the Grail castle who forces him to put dawn
his sword and admonishe:, Lancelot for thinking he needs arms to
do the will of God (Malory, pp. 595-96).

The driver of the

shameful cart is a dwar•f, according to the account in the Vulgate
Lancelot. 19
Another interesting fairy element which Malory uses in
Le Norte D'Arthur is the cruel custom.

It is only fitting that

the reward for a courageous deed performed by a knight on a holy

8
quest be the elimination of a strange and cruel custom,by which
persons are harmed.
waste forest.

La....--icelot is again in the Otherworld of the

He and his knights learn of a free maid who is

being forced to yield to tho custom of a certain unnamed castle:
the giving of a full dish of blood from her righi; a�.

Galahad,

feeling that the custom is cruel and absurd, combats three
knights and saves the maid from her peril.

The castle is then

freed from its cruel custom (Malory, pp. 590,-91} .,
The attachment of any Celtic origins to the character of
Lancelot is undoubtedly lato in ths scholarly discussion of his
character .,

The Arthurian romances of the twelfth and thirteenth

c0nturies give slight indications as to or·ig1n of Lancelot ..
There may be some clue to the early e,xistence of Lancelot throush
the comparison of motif, theri.e� and incident .,

There is, however,

excellent reason to believe that Lancelot may hav-e a place in
comparatively early Arthurian material.

Lancelotts development

was made vossible by tradition, and though the earlier stories
may disguise his name, the legend of the hero survives in the
roma.nces of Chretien and Malory.

Chapter Two
LANCELO'f IN HEDIEVAL TrtADITION:
CHRETIEN AND hALORY A.ND THEIR SOURCES
Actual authoritative proof of the sources used by Chretien
has not been found.

Arthurian tradition, as developed through

medieval imaginatj_ ve 15. t;erature, com:?licates the issue of origin.
.,.
ality. Obviously, Chretien
did not invent the Matter of Britain.
One may, as Loomis sugcests, just as easily search out those
incidents which Chretien may have bOI'l.. OWed, a.s those incidents
borrowed from Chretien ..
attention.

The quest:i.on of source, however, demands.

Not only will it demonstrate Chretien t s place in the

development of Arthurian :rom.ance, but, it can clarify his role as
a creative poet.

The character of Lancelot in medieval tradition,

illustrated by the work of Chretien a11,d Nalory, providt: _ or.ample s
,I

for discussion of source as well as tradition 0
With the ab�ence of sufficient evidence of .anv., Celtic

written source relevant to Chretien's

11

Le Chevalier de la

Charrette," a direct material link with Celtic myth cannot be
proven.

One can only conjecture, even though the similarities

in motifs and incidents are harmonious, those legends whi.ch in
fluenced the Chretien romance.

Charles Bertram Lewis believes

that Chr�tien was influenced by the history and mytholor.y of
., 20 Gaston Paris proposes tba t the subject matter
Greece and Rome.
of Provin9al poetry-amour courtois-may have infll trated the
subject of Chretien 1 s· romance. 21 The influx of Celtic tales to
France through the Norman Conquest, lost Latin or French literary
originals {unnamed), the :Matter of France (legends and history of

10
France and especially Charlemagne), the Natter of' Britain (legends
of' Arthur and other Celtic heroes) are other eeneral sources for
,,
Chretien which J. D. Bruce mentions in The Evolution of Arthurian
Romance. 22 R. s. Loomis affirms that the obvious origin lies in
the Natter of Britaln.

He also agrees that Chretien may ha.ve

been influenced by results of the Norman Conquest, since Chretien,
according to his biogr,Jphers, would have come in contact with
the two great fairs at Troyes and at the court of Champagne where

merchants, .Jongleurs, a:n.d other storytellers 23 ·could have

contributed some li tera:;->y material used later by Ma.rle de Champagne
a.nd Phillipe of PlandOPb, Chretien I s two patrons.

Loom�.,...,

attributes most of Chr�tirm 1 s material to those sour•ces available
to him as well as to hif; contempol'aries who wrote about Ar·thur
and the Hound Table in their romances 0

He sue;gests tha.t Chretien

was familiar with the Foly Scriptu1'es, other_ romances of antiquity
(unnamed), the popular chanson de ?'.este of the day, and the songs
of the troubadours, who pronou..n.ced the va.rious practices of
2
1 1 amour courtois L�
O

Such generalization can only add to the already professed
.,,. .
vagueness of the possible sources from which Chretien
gathers
his material.

However, more specific examples of Arthurian

literature which, for the most part, ante--date Chr�tien.� may
provide data over which those wishing to argue concerning sources
may debate.

Those stories suggested by Bruce and Loomis as

possessing Arthurian material rendered in medieval fash5.on apply
to all four of Chretien's romances, therefore making it dlf.ficult

11
to pinpoint specific connections with "Le Chevalier de la Charrette. 11
''Le Chevalier de la Charre tte" was probably written between

2
1177 and 1179. 5

This dating places Chretien chronologically in

the midst of numerous contemporaries whose works :,.n· ay have influenced
his material.

Bruce and Loomis tend to �ree, though not

collaboratively, that Chretien may have been influenced by four
sources which contain A1·thurian subject matter:
Monmouth's Historia. B,��um �rita.n.niea

2

5

c. 1137,26

Geoffrey of
Homan� Brut

by Wace, c. 11.55, 7 Ov:t d 1 s The Metamorphoses and particularly
28
!:!:.!!_ Amatoria ,.
and � Gild.re by Caradoc of Lancar> van (which
Bruce dates at c Q 11.50 9 Loomis at c. 1136)
Bruce

20
✓

0

Loomis criticizes

:for broadly assuming that material-which ante-dates

Chretien was unquestionably used as sources. Loomis prefers,
,
instead, to sue:e,;est that perhaps Chretien would have used other
Arthurian material available to him 0

,

Bruce maintains that a line

in Beroul 1 s Tristan, c 0 11 5o, 30 contains the only evidence of the
Round Table in F'rench romance to that date.

The fact that

Chr�tien uses the Round Table in his romances, includ:tng "Le
Chevalier de la Charrette, 11 does not necessarily mean, however,
,

�

that Beroul was one of Chretien's sources.

Altb.ough Jean

li'rappier believes that Chr'etien borrowed some obYious incidents
·
:from the Tristam legend, 31 such as the blood-stained bed, he
never proposes that Beroul was a Chretien sour�e, only that
Tristan, because of its availability, was widely known.
Some of the medieval romances contemporary to Chr�tien do
contain incidents analogous to scenes in his ' 1 Le Chevalier de

12

la Charrette." Kenneth H. Jackson says _that "Caradoc•s account of
the abduction of Q,ueen Guennuver by Melvas forms a link between
the abduction .o f Creiddylat as related in 'Kilhwch 1 and the
2 S
abduction of Guenevere e.s told by Chretien. 113
uch an association,
however, does not confirm Caradoc as a source, nor would this ·

confirmation be Jackson 1 s lntent.

Bruce suggests 33 that the

acti vi ties_1 involvin3 the Round Table could have been resource
material, and that Lancelot's search for Guenevere is decidedly
Celtic in origi·n. 3 4

While both Bruce and Jackson include Ovid

in their lists of logicnl resources, no specific analo�_ues

verify this inclusion, save the mention of Chretj_en•s r:;daction

of Ars .Amatorta o

Sinco he did translate Ars AJrlatoria_;:.i"t is SEtfe

to assume that his familiarity with Ovid would constitute a
legitimate authority, &nd thereby a source.

Edward K ., Hand

believes that this textbook on the art of lovo is reflected in
t he poetic romances of chivalry and knighthood�35
Celtic liter ature dealin3 with hero-tales of adventure
involve, accordines to Jackson, criteria such as:

11

the supreme

chief is regarded as a middle-aged man of glorlous reputation .,

A.rnong his supporters there is typically a handsome young warrior

whose deeds of bravery are unrivalled; an older, wise, cautious
he:ro, and so on.1136 'rhe cii Chulainn saga presents Conchobha.r
as the king,

hero.

eu·

a.s the youne warrior .,. and Cul.arm as the older

"Le Chevalier de la Charrette H: similarly casts Art hur

in the role a.s the man of' glorious reputation, Lancelot as the
young warrior, and Gawain as the older hero.

Ovid's!:£.!!.. Amatoria,

13
another possible source, contalns parallels from which may be
drawn Chr�tien r s descriptions of the lover.

Rand e;ives the

following descriptions of the lover in Ovid:
First and i'oremos t, no woman is invulnerable
@uenever� ••• � Display the utmost courtesy
to her husband �rthur] .. • • • Religion and
its obligations are a vital need fg-rail quest}.
• • • Maidens like vigorous action {prowesi{ ..
• • • He must postpone all his business at_p.is
lady's call )abduction and defense of hono£.l •
• . • rr no chariot is his, let him foot it
briskly [§. requirement Lancelot echoes but does
not fulfill in the shamef'ul cart episodi] • .. • •
He will ofton have to tbread his way on a
pitch-dark i1lght through sudden down-pours" or
sleep on th0 ice-cold sill [lhe Otherworlc[l ,.
• • .. \-Jhen the front portal is barred, he w:tl.l
climb up by a window or steal in at the sky. light Tblood-s.t.ained be�. ,, ., • He must stv.dy
his lacty•s desires and �t his mood to hers
\!:.._hr0e days tour1 namen9 • S
One can see, by simple association, tho similarities in incident
found in Arthurian literature and the adoptive customs from 0-..rid.
These parallels, however, are not verifiable proof that Chretien
used them as sources ..

Those who study Chr�tien's possible use

of sources must yield to what Loomis calls a ,rphenomenon so
obvious and so ·generally acknowledged 1138 that Chr�tien's
$'

Arthurian poems are results of a long course 01' developing tradition .,
"Le Chevalier de la Charrette" is the product of all that; develop
ment plus ere ati ve inventiveness and the desire· to embody ideal
courtly love convention in the character of Lancelot e
Tracing the various adventures of Lancelot through the
story of "Le Chevalier de la Charrette 1r shows how Chr�U.en uses
.Arthurian tradition in his romances.

Incidents which contain

'14
Celtic folklore elements, such as the rash boon, the abduction,
and the unidentifiable knight, are popular motifs of established
Arthurian tradition.

Valorous combat ., tests of chivalry.

captivities, defense of honor, and feats of strength embody
chivalric code.

Devotlon to his lady demonstrates the knight's

conduct when governed by the dictates of courtly ltove.
combines these elements in Lancelot.

,,,

Chretien

The abduction scene and

the lrnight of the cart episode provide some examples of how
;-

Chretien creates a medieval knight-hero.
Lancelot exists off-stage prior to his appearance in

Chevalier de la Charrette 0 °

11

Le

Arthur commits a rash �n•omtsa fj and

Kay becomes Guene�rere 's d0fender against Eele?gant .,

Guenevere 1 s

secret love for Lancelo t; becomes apparent when she wh:is1,ors,
Alas, alas, if you only knew it, I am sure you would never
allow me without interfcrance to be led away a step c. '139 She
11

speaks of Lancelot, the unidentified knight who

enters the story

in the shameful cart episode which follows the abduction of
Guenevere.

Ga.wain meets a knight, gi 11 1S him a fre•sh horse and

follows him into the forest.

Lancelot ., still unknown, probably

because he was ?;completoly armed, with hel.met laced" { Chr�tien .P
p. 274), approaches a cart on foot after his horse was slain.
The shameful ca:'.'t episode follows.

The shameful cart scene is significent in two ways ,.

Apart

from providing the pseudonym, "Le Chevalier de la Charrette, 11
the lalight is facing an important decision: to mount the cart and
solicit disgrace or to preserve personal honor and possibly

jeopardize his queen's safety�

i5

Chivalry's code demands ·that a

1might gua"t"d himself aga. inst dishonor of any kind.

Love commands

the courtly lover to defend the honor of his lady at a.11 costs.
Lancelot, the lover, was governed by the latter.

His decision,

tainted by justifiable hesitation, reaps scorn from Guenevere in
a later epi�1ode.
The perilous bed motif is significant in its testing not
only of Lan.celot 's physical courage, but also of his honor.
Gawain and the kni8ht pass through a neighboring town where a
damsel and two naidens hospltably entertain them.
of the perilous bed takes place ln their castle 0

The incident
The damsel

offers them beds for sleeping but forbids the knlght;s to use the
fairer, morE} sp lend.id b0d

11

for in that one no one ever lay who

did not mer:Lt it 11 (Chr;;°t:te�, p ., 276)
the knight sleeps in tho bed.

.,

Challen�ed by this renark .t ·

When a lance descends, cutting

his skin, arLd a pinnon sets the coverlet afire, the knight tosses
the lance away and puts out the fire without even leaving the bed.
This disproves the damsel's belief that he, after being in the
cart,

11

is not fitting" (Chretien, p. 276).

The next incidents, which occur on Lancelotts way to the
sword-bridge, show Lancelot as both brave and merciful.

He meets

a second damsel_. who tells him that Guenevere has been taken eapti ve
by Meleagant, son of the King of Gorre.
entrances to Gorre,
sword-bridge.

There are two dangerous

One is the water-bridge and the other is the

Gawain chooses the water-bridge, which leaves

Lancelot to ugo uncomplainingly to the sword-bridge" (Chr�tien,
p. 281).

The sword-bridre is significantly more dangerous and
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thereby Chretien demonstrates Lancelot's willingness to tackle

dangerous obstacles in the service of the Queen ..

After unhors:i.ng

a knight-challenger at a ford, Lancelot meets a damsel who �

requests that he spare the knight.

Lancelot is IUcrciful to the

knight, which exemplifies his high regard for chivalrous duty

Lancelot _says, "As God may �ave me, no

and his devotion to God.

one ever sinned so against me that I would not show him mercy

once, for God's sake as is right $ if he asked it of me in God's

nrune" (Chretien, P o 281}
/'

0

Lancelot meets another darnsel who

promises him lodging if he will sleep t·"l i th her; reluctantly, ha'

promises. During

the night he faces two more tests .,

Ra responds

to the drunsel 's screams and disco-rers various men-at-ru"m.s molesting
her .,

Once again ho hesitates.

a coward o

Indec:J.s:i.on makes him feel like

He is involved j_n a quest for Guenevere and these

distractions may detain him from his primary purposo 9

.

Inspired

by the thoughts of Guenevere, he overcomes the men-a.t-arms and
defends the damsel',s honor.

The damsel invites him to lie with

her, forcing him to keep his promise against his will.

Lancelot

"takes good care not to touch her; and when he is in bed, he

turns away from her as rar as possible, and speaks not a. word

to her, like a monk to whom speech is forbidden" (Chr�tien, pp.

285-86)

.,

Thj_s action is similar to the episode in ffp�ryll Prince

of Dyved" wher� P.wyll lay with Rhiannon .,. wife of Arawn, and
never showed her courtesies

during the space

of

one year .. 40

Each incident-the defense of the damsel and the t;emptat:i.on
serves as a test of Lancelot's chivalric duty and knightly

virtue.
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The crossing of' the sword-briq.ge involves Lancelot· in
another significant incident in whlch Chr�tien portrays him
as the kni.ght-errant.
11

Lancelot approaches a swift stre run ,.

as swift and as terrible a.sit were the devil's stream n (Chr�tien,

P� 308).

This contrast between the goodrn:1ss of Lancelot and

the evil of the Otherworld attracts attention to the sad plight
o:f the lover in pursuit of his lady.

The br:tdge consists of' a

polished sword, gleaming and two lances long, With either end
fixed firmly in two tr·ee trunks o

His companions warn him not

to cross it ..

He rem.ovoJ the armor fr•om his feet and hands and
11
Lancelot
crosses the sword-bridgo in r:rea t pain a.nd. agony ., +
px•esses on, though he i.s badly hurt .,

rt.But; even this sufferin�

is sweet to h:i..rn: for Love., who conducts and lec.ds bi.m on,
assuages and relieves the pain 11

{

Chretien, p .. 309).

When be

raa.ches the other sj_de he sees Bademagu 's towel:' and his son
Neleagant.

Sacrificing honor and risking his life, Lancelot

succeeds in his- quest.
Lancelot shows how he is true to the cour•tly love code::
the lady's whims are the knight's law�

In the first battle with

Meleasant, the combat is interrupted by Bademagu ,. who intercedes
in behalf of his son, and by Guenevere, who repays Bademagu for
kindnesses extended to her during her ca.pti vl ty ..

Lancelot,, who

fights well only when Guenevere prompts him� obeys her command

Lancelot and Meleagant agroe to postpone the

without question.

combat until one year from the date set by Melea.gant (also a
motif used in

11

Pwvll 11 and Sir Gawain and the Green Kni9:ht} ..
u

----------

-

This
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scene contains- two more significant i.ncidents in thE:t establish
ment of Lancelot as a courtly lover-hero.

Guenevere discloses

the identity of the hert,tofore unidentified knight when she
cries, "Lancelot, turn about and see who is here taking note of
thee" (Chretien, p. 316}.

Everyone in·the crowd witnesses the

naming of the hero aJ1d subse9-uently reeognizes their love.
Lancelot leaves to find Gawain at the water-brid,ge and is taken
captiv0 by the followers of Bademagu .,

When ru..rnor reaches the

Queen that Lancelot has been killed, she goes for two days
When her beauty be.gins to fade, a

without food or drink .,

reciprocal rumor reu.ches Lancelot that Guenevere is dead and he,
in turn, tries to hang hlmself.
11

In desparation, be reasons that

she must have known that [h.a mounted upon the cart" (Chretien,

p. 325).

Lancelot, who never gives thou�ht to his reputation

among the people who witness his disgraco, suffer•s pain from

Guenevere's displeasure.

Finally the false rumors are corrected

and Lancelot and Guenevere are united in Bademagu 1 s castle •
.,
Chretien.rewards his lovers with a love tryst in which
Lancelot steals away to the Queen's bedroom, t.iounds his hands
while pulling open the bars at her window, and spends the night
in his lover's embrace.

As a result, the blood from his wounds

stains the bed sheets and Meleagant accuses Guenevere of' having
lain with the �ounded KaJ, who slept near her in the night.
incident of the blood-stained bed, a Tristan motif,
to T. P. Cross and

w.

The

42 according

A. Nitze, perpetrates the betrayal. of the

lovers, their adultery now being disclosed, as well as the oath

which betrays Lancelot's honor:
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111

And I swear that thou liest,'

says Lancelot, 'and furthermore I swear that ha neither lay with
her nor touched her.

And may it please God to take vengeance

upon him who has lied, and may he bring the truth to light_'"

,,.

{Chretien, p. 333).

Lancelot only tells half the truth while

asking God to reveal tbti truth.

In Malory, Lancelot's oath

demonstrates the irony of the situation when the truth is "brought
to light" (Malory,

pp. 666-6 7).

The battle which follows is

interrupted again; Lancelot, for the second time_. leaves to find
Gawain at the water-bridge, while Guenovere returns to Camelot.
The three [t-w<i}

day tournament incident represents the knight 1 s

test of chivalry .,

There are tourna:rnents 43 suggested ln Geoffrey

wherein knights display their valor at their ladies' behests.
On the way again to the water-br:tdge a dwarf tricks �Lancelot and
takes him captive �o Meleagant 1 s tower e,

While in captivity,

···

Lancelot learns of' a tournament where Guenevere will be present.
Freed by Heleagant 1 s wife, Lancelot promises to i-•eturn after the
tournament.

He appears at the tournament ready to do Guenevere's

bidding, and leaves the victor.
Lancelot's final adventures, the imprisonK�nt and the final
battle with Heleagant, complete Chretien rs pictur•e of Lancelot
as the hero of "Le Chevalier de la Charrette .. 11

He 1°eturns to

the tower as h�:· promised, but is eventually rescued by Melea�ant rs

sister, who helps Lancelot escape in time to mee·t Heleagant at
the battle which had been planned a year earlier.

He returns

to Arthur's court and kills :Heleagant in a display of knightly
prowess.
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Chrftien is an artful master of storytelling.

The plot

of "Le Chevalier de la Charrette n consists o f Guenevere's abduction.,
Lancelot•s adventures in the Otherworld, the love affair between
Lancelot and Guenevere, and the portrayal of Lancelot as the
knightly hero.

Whatever sources Chretien may have used as

inspiration for Lancelot's activities still lie in dispute.

In

his endeavor, however, to create a romance centered around a �·.:
courtly love hero from Arthur's realm, Chretien's account of
Lancelot 1 s adventures is probably a product of an imaginative
inventor of' s torles.

11

Le Chevalier de la Charrette," tl.10n, is

a comblna tion of developing Arthurian tr·adi tion and popular com:-·t;.ly
love fashion. ·Chretien makes a major contribution :ln the
development of the medieval character of Lancelot, who finds his
way through successive rom��ces to raach supremacy in Sir Thomas
Malory's L�. Marte D 1 Arthur.
Sir 'I'homas Malory wrote at the end of the Middle Ages
after a long-developing Arthurian tradition which may be traced
from its beginning in the sixth century44 to its revival in the
twelfth century.

Kany scholars have attempte-d to show how much

of Malory's Le Marte D 1 Arthur is original and how much he
compresses from some intermediate sources.

Unlike Chra'tien, the

possible sources which may have influenced 1'-Ialory 1 s stories. are
more generally acknowledged by his critics.

Until more proof

of Malory's specific sources is uncovered, however, one can only
assume that Le Morta D'Arthur is the product of Malory l s selection
and redaction of, together with his own original contributions to.

already established Arthurian romances.
that
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Most scholars ·agree

Malory used several French texts to translate his tales,

but without sufficient proof, Malory's originality-his own

interpreta.tJ.on of' the plots he receives from other sources-may

still be debated.

Similarities exist between various tales from

Malory and texts written before Le Morte DtArthur.

In particular,

incidents involving the character of Lancelot may be considered

analogous to scenes from sources which ante-date Malory, and it
is the conaider&tion oi' l-1alory 1 s source, coupled with h:ts

intentional embellishment of Lancelot 1 s role in the Arthur·ian

romance ,. which merit di:.;cussion .,

R. M. Luma.insky says that "there must ba a degree of

tentativeness about statements as to just what Malory took from

his sources� :What is original with him, and what ulterations of
source materials he effected.n45

This overlying regard dominates

the work of other scholars, such as Bruce, D.

s.

Brewer, T. P.

Cross, and �'ugene Vinaver, who have considered the question of

Malory's sources.

These scholars agree that Malory's work is

based largely on late thirteenth and fourteonth-century stylist:i.c

modifications of older, earlier established� standard romances.

Brewer believes that history and legend in various forms are the
chief oleme::its in the Arthurian story. 4 6 No one debates the or·al

extraction of the Matter of Britain, nor the continual process

of regeneration it has undergone by countless poets and writers.
William Caxton, Malory's first editor, stated in his

Original Preface to the

1485

edition of Le Morte D 1 Arthur:
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And many noble volumes be made of himllirthui:}
and his noble knights in French, which I
have seen and read beyond the sea, which be not
had in our maternal tongue, but in Welsh be
many and also in French and some in English,
.but nowhere nigh all. Wherefore such as have
late been drawn out briefly into English I have
after the s:i.mple cunning that God hath sent to
me, under the favour and correction of all
noble lords and gentlemen, emprised to imprint
a book of the noble histories of the said King
Arthur, and of certain of his knights� after
a copy unto me delivered, which copy Sir Thomas
Malory did take out of certai. books of French
and reduced it into F...nglish. 4-

7

The majority of these scholars a.gree 9 on the basis of Caxton t s
Preface, that Malory was influenced by French and En:slish sources o
Malory may have borrowed fr•om the alli torati ve Morte Arthure

(fourt,eer.th-century En;;;lish), the Vul,_;ate Mort Artu (thirteen.th

century French)

the Prose Lancelot ( thirteenth-century F'rench},

$

and the English stilllzaic I,e rforte Arthur (late fourteenth century),,'

Brewer say�� that Malory translated the alliterative Mo:1:te
Arthure, a source which could be found "closer home 11 48 and,
_,

it is safe to assume, that :t-Ialory would have interpreted various

elements to hi� liking.

Bruce theorizes that Malory's Le Marte

D 'Arthur is based on the prose romances and not on any French
poem @hretieni} 4 9 Lumainsky says that one can only tt�u'lsu..me
0

that he IBaJ.ori} was familiar with Mort Artu. n50

Among the many

conjec·tures as to sources for Le Morte D rArthur, one can find

similarities in theme, incidents, and motifs whlch support most
claims.

The foremost concern is with those sources which m.a.y

have influenced Malory in his desire to write a series of
romances centered around Lancelot.
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Caxton's edition and many recent editions of Malory bear
the name Arthur {Le Morta D 1 Arthur}, probably in keeping with
what was popular among those who nurtured Arthurian romance.
featured hero of Le Morte D'Arthur is Lancelot.

The

The story of the

death of Arthur, then,•··functions as only a part of the whole
Le Norte D 1 Arthur.

The adventures of Lancelot, his love

relationship with Guenevere, and the role he plays in the downfall·
of the Round Table are some themes which obtained priority in
Malory's hands.
the

II

The "Tale of King Arthur and the E'mperor Lucius ., "

Tale of Sir Launce lot du Lake

and the

11

jl

II

the "Tale of" the SankgreaJ./�

TaJ.e of Sir Launcolot and Queen Guenevere 11 not only

contain significant parallels to sources which ma.-y hava influenced
Malory, but focus considerable attention to the characterization
of Lancelot .,
The "Tale of King Arthur and the Emperor Lucius" introduces
Lancelot as the chief knight of the Round Table.

Vinaver conceives

this episode as being a condensed adaptation of the alliterative
Morta Arthure.

One conclusion drawn by M. E. Dichman is that

Malory adapted Marte Arthure to fit the

11

.

Tale of King Arthur and

the Emperor Lu.cius" into Le Morte DtArthur e 51

Malory changes the characterization of Lancelot.

Jmd in so doing,
Dicbman describes

how Malory ntoned down the stern, warlike character of Arthur
to suit the requirements of the ideal k:t ngly courtesy and
aggrandized the character of Lancelot in order to prepare him
2
Since Lancelot
fo r his pre-eminent role in Le Morta D 1 Arthur.115
is mentioned only six times in :Morte Arthure, Malory succeeds
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in establishing the knight's supremacy by naming him second only
to Arthur.

In Morte Arthure, Gawain is the indisputable hero.

Malory's Lancelot, however, is emphatically more daring, more
personally loyal to the King; though less stereotyped as the
warrior knight.

Vin.aver describes the new Lancelot as "a bold

and dev-oted youth, whose courage and initiative foreshadow a
noble futw:e. 1153 As an example of how Malory cons is ten tly accents
Lancelot's importance, the following describes the manner in
which he replaces Sir Cador, a hero from Morta Arthure:
seyde sir Cador,

1

11

,

•Sir '

there was none of us that fayled othir, but of'

the knyghthode of sir Launcelot hit were mervayle to telle •

.And

of his bolda dosyns ar proved full noble knyghtes, but of wise
wytte and of grete strengthe of his ayge sir Launcelot hath no
felowe t 11 (Ealory, P� 130).

Cador, -who receives the Jraise in

£-forte Arthure, now issues it in Le Harte D 1 Arthur.

Lancelot

appears in the final battle with Lucius as Arthur rs aid i n combat.
Malory elaborately describes how Lancelot "ded so grete dedys of
armys that day" and how

11

there was nother kynge, cayser, nether

knyght that day myght stonde hym ony buffette" (Malory, pp .. 129-30}.
Thus, Malory establishes Lancelot as an accomplished champion.
Lumiansky believes that Malory must have gained access to
the French .Pros_e Lancelot, from which he extracts certain
adventures found mostly in the Aggravain section of the �ulga te
cycle. 54

Not only does the "Tale of Sir Launcelot du Lake"

continue to demonstrate Lancelot's prowess, but also it serves
as an introduction to Lancelot's love devotion to Guenever e.

In
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the opening passage of the story, Malory plainly states Lancelot's
position as being the first knight and also indicates Lancelot's

love for Guenevere, which is the unfailing theme for the remainder

of Le l'{orte D'Arthur:

"Wherefore quene Gwenyvere had hym in

grete favoure aboven all other knyghtes, and so he loved the

quene agayne aboven all other ladyes dayes of hi�J lyff, and for

hir he dud many dedys of armys and saved her frome the fyre
thorow his noble chevalry 11 (Malory, p. 149)

0

Lancelot demonstrates

his love for Guenevere throughout tha ''Tale of Sir Launcelot du
Lake" by performing great deeds in the honor of her name o

After

freeing a host of people held captive in a castle by two giants,
Lancelot requests that the witnesses r;o to Arthur's court and
yield themselves unto Guenevere.

Upon granting mercy to Sir

Arnold, Lancelot; directs him to the Queen.

With each passing

conquest, Lancelot's devotion to Guenevere increases�

The ''Tale

of Sir Launcelot du Lake" is instrumental in predicating the

adulterous love affair and the consequent fall of Arthur's court.
Charles Moorman agrees with Vinaver who feels that Malory

translated the Vulgate La Queste del Saint Graal to suit his

own purposes ., 55

"Lancelot is Malory's hero," says Moorman, "and

from the beginning Malory has elevated him to the primacy of all

the knights.

Quite naturally, then, Malory will turn his main

attention to t·he figure of Lancelot in developiI:-g his version of
6 The "Tale of the Sankgreal, 11 therefore,
is
the Grail quest. 115
Malory's version of how the most holy and rewarding gift may be
won by the finest knight at the Round Table.

Lancelot again
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undergoes changes in. characterization "through Malory.

The

primary differences in the account of Lancelot's involvement in

the Q.uest ahow how Malory reduces the religious fabric and tone

-

__ - --- ---

of Le Queste del Saint Graal and adapts material essential to
...;;._

the destructive Lancelot-Guenever·e love theme in � Norte DTArthur.

Guenevere voices her displeasure at Lancelot's leaving the court,
and this action attracts attention to her love:

11

Than the quene

departed into the chambir and holde hir there, that no man shold
perceyve hir grete sorowys.

Whan sir Launcelot myssed the quene

he wente tyll hir chambir, and whan sh e saw hyrn she cryed alowde
and seyde,

1

A, sir L&.uncelot, Launcelotz

Ye have betrayde me

and putte me, to the deth, for to leve thus my ·lorde!
p. 524}.

1"

(Malory,

The love therne which was forthcoming in the "Tale of

King Arthur and the Emperor Lucius 11 is now blatantly apparent,
though their adultery has not yet been disclosed.

The "Tale of

the Sankgreal" projects the failure of Arthur's court along what

·

Moorman calls a "division of values." 57

There is a division of

values between the noble purpose of the original French Grail
quest wherein the purest knights behold the Holy Grail, and
Malory's "Tale of the Sankgreal" which emphasizes Lancelot's
partial failure to attain the quest because of his devotion to

the secular chivalric way of life. 5

8

After the Grail ouest, the

characterization of Lancelot shifts from an emphasis on his duty
to God and Arthur to an emphasis on his duty to the lady he loves.
Malory clarifies Lancelot's new position with remarks from a
lady on a white palfrey when Galahad remove·s the sword from the
stone:
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Than she seyde all with wepynge chere,
"A, sin Launcelot! How youre grete doynge ys
chon?ied sy:tthyn thys day in th e morne ! ,r
. .•
Darnesell, why sey ye so? 11
'!Sir, I sa.y you sothe," seyde the darnesell, "for
ye were thys day in the morne the best knyght of
the worlde. But who sholde sey so now, he sholde be
a. lyer, for there ys now one bettir than. ye be, and
well hit ys preved by the adventure of th9 swerde
whereto· ye dyrst nat sette to your honde.· ·Wherefore
I make unto you a remembraunce that ye shall nat
wene from_e hensforthe that ye be the best knygh t of'
the worlde."
"As towchyng unto that," seyde sir Launcelot,
"I know well I was never none of the baste."
"Yes," seyde the dam�sell, "that were ye, and ar
yet, of any synfull man of the worlde� (Malory, p. 520}.
Lancelot, the best of any
secular kni6hts.

11

synfall" man, is the best of the

He is sti ll the hero of Le Morte D 1 Arthur, which

is Malory's original accomplishment.

In the

11

Tale of the

Sankgreal, n Lancelot is made the protagonist of the Quest but
not the Grail knight.
A portion of the "Tale of Sir Launcelot and Queen Guenevere"
appears to be, acceding to Bruce and Lurniansky, a modified
version of "The Poisoned Apple" and "The Fair Maid of Astolat"
episodes from the Vulgate Mort Artu and the stanzaic Le Morte

Arthur. 59

The knight

of

the cart story is believed to be based

on the prose Lancelot, 60 according to Lum.iansky.

From the

Vulgate Mort Artu a similarity occurs in comparison with Malory's
11

Tale of Sir Launcelot
and Queen Guenevere 11 wherein Arthur, who
.,

knows about the earlier adultery but· chooses to ignore it, believes
th at Lancelot is sincere in his promise made during the Grail
quest.

The rest of the court knows, however, that they "loved

togydirs more hotter than they dud toforehonde 11 {Malory, p. 611).
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Lancelot and ·Guenevere •s· weakness, in this respe·ct, is one of the
tragedies which corrupts the court and makes an end of the ideal
In Malory,

society founded on the principles of the Round Table.

Patrys is ·.poisoned by the apple and Mador accuse3 Guenevere of
attempted treason.

In the Vulgate Mort�, th e apples are given

to the Queen by Avalon.

Instead of presenting them to Gawain,

the Queen gives them to Avalon's brother, Gaheries.
general opinion that she had poisoned him.

It was

Malory builds the plot

of his account to incorporate direct suspicion to Guenevere,
knowing that this wo�ld provide an opportunity to involve Lancelot
in another service to his queen.

The Vulgate and Malory's

versions present all the other knights, except Lancelot, as
suspecting her guilt and thereby refusing to defend her.
The "Fair Nedd of Astolat" is important in its mark as the
beginning of disharmony between Lancelot and Guenevere.

Malory

parallels their disharmony to the disharmony of the Round Table.
Thus, thematically Lancelot and Guenevere's affair is established
as another factor in the destruction of Arthur's court.

Guenevere

suspects that Lancelot is absent from the court because of his
amorous activity with the maid.

Guenevere becomes bitt er and

publicly expre sses her displeasure to Sir Bors.

Harmony is

rest9red after the burial of the maiden, and after Lancelot
entreats Gu enev·ere to be more reasonable in her d13:mands on his
love:

11

'For, madame,' seyde sir Launcelot, 'I love na.t to be

constrayned to love, for love muste only aryse of the barte, and
nat by none constraynte'" (Malory. p. 641).

Once again, Lancelot's

characterization is modified.
as the suppliant lover.

Malory no longer presents him

Lancelot is now viewed as the settling

ag-ent in a love affair grounded :i.n deceit.

Though Lancelot a.nd

Guenevere find reconciliat ion, the court is experiencing an
under.current of decay.
The prose Lancelot may be the most logical origin for the
knight of the cart episode in Le Morte D'Arthur.

Lumiansky

claims one distinguishable alteration in emphasis:

:Malory

stresses the blood-stained bed and its subsequent jeopardy to the
Queen, whereas the Prose Lancelot emphasizes the shameful cart
and Lancelot's many obstacles relevant to his search for
Guenevere. 61 This sec ti.on confirms, for all who suspected earlier,
the adulterous lovo of Lancelot and Guenevere.
longer interested in the
with the cart theme.

11

Malory is no

shamefulness 11 of the earlier stories

He ignores the theme and shifts emphasis

to the lechery of the accused couple and t o Arthur t s non-commital
attitude when they are exposed by Meleagant.
himself with the o ath:

11 1

Lancelot betrays

So God me helpe,' seyde sir Launcelot,

'ye shall ryght well wyte that I was never of no such condysions
�reason and villainy]. For I rep orte me to all knyghtes that
ever have knowyn me, I fared never wyth no treson, nother I loved
never the . felys hyp of hym that fared with treson.' 11 (Malory, p. 659).
The adultery accusation encompasses two possible meanings of treason.
One manner of treason, of which Lancelot bo�dly-speaks, is-the

false accusation of the Queen, thus treason is committed toward
Guenevere.

The othe� indication of tre ason cou ld result from a
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confusion of the "heir apparent" custom, which, if during

should

Lancelot's affair with Guenevere sheAconceive .a child, would be
an act of treason directed toward Ar-thur.

Lancelot's final

realization that he can no longer pretend honor to Arthur
culminates in his own disregard for nelf.

He has become so

enthralled in his love for Guenevere j that even taking a false
oath (because of his treasonous love) seems but another desperate
attempt to defend Guenevere from s.ny disgrace.

Naturally the

events which follow in the "Tale of the Morte Arthur"-the battle
with Neleagant, the comrni ting of Gue:�evere to a convent, the
death of Arthur and the dissolution of the Round Table, the
eventual death of Lancelo�all ccntribute to Malory 1 s attempt
to make the Lancelot-Guenever e romance as real and as desirable
as possible.

Two characteristics of

Lancelot have remained

throughout the entire Le Morte D 1 Arthur. Lancelot is both an
ardent knight and an ardent lover.62 His knightly prowess is
displayed hundreds of times from the first day of his acceptance
to the Round Table to his final battle with Gawain.

·Ha. has loved

Guenevere with undying passion from his first encounter to his
death: "•Truly,' sayd syr Launcelot,

'I trust I do not dysplese

God, for He knoweth myn entente: for my sorow was not, nor is not,
for ony rejoysyng of synne, but my sorow may never have ende. For
whan I remembre of hir beaulte and of hir noblesse, that was bothe
wyth hyr kyng and wyth hyr, so whan I sawe his corps and hir corps
so lye tog yders, truly myn herte wold no t serve to susteyne my
careful body'" (:Malory, p. 723). Malory patterns his hero after the
dictates of chivalric ideal. That ideal is achieved in Lancelot's
love for Guenevere.

Chapter Three
THE CHARAC'£:a:RIUTION OF LANCB:LOT
IN "LE CHEVALIER DE LA CHAR.RETTE 11 AND IN LE MORT.i.!: D 1 ARTHUR
named
Lancelot's firstAappearance in literature is i n Chretien's
romances.

Lancelot is mentioned only briefly in th:J first two

Arthurian roniances, but Chretien devotes an entire text to him.
in ''Le Chevalier de la Charrette. 11

In this tale, Lancelot

rescues Guenevere after she has been abducted by Meleagant and
imprisoned.

Chretien describes Lancelot and Guenevere's adulterous

love and tells how, on the night before Guenevere's release,
Lancelot spends the night by her side.

The story ends, however,

without men•tioning Arthur's e·1rentual downfall.

Malory, in Le

Morte D 1 Arthur, devises a. story which falls into seven main p&rts.
Arthur's stories-his coming and hi.s war with the Emperor Lucius-.
and Lancelot's story comprise the first two parts.

Tristan and

Iseult's romance and the Grail quest make up the next two sections.
The last three stories are concerned with the ordeals faced by
Lancelot and Guenevere, Arthur's death, and finally, Lancelot's
and Guenevere's deaths.

Through these tales, Malory preserves

the incidents and legends which demonstrate Arthur's rise as a
great monarch, the highly idealistic institution of the Round
Table, the Quest for the Holy Grail, Lancelot's matchless love
for .Gueneve re,- and the inevitable cru.rnbling of Arthur's kingdom.
Although the theme of Le Morte D 1 Arthur is princip all y that of a
world created by Arthur, the main character is Lancelot.
Chr�tien gave him his name; Malory gave him his ultimate
position.

A knight in the story of Arthur's Round Tabl� could
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only receive a certain proportionate amount of notoriety� what
with the great abundanee of such honorable heroic stock all neatly
found within a single court.

Lancelot, at least in the narratives

of Chretien and Malory, becomes the epitome of chivalric duty
and the pe rpetuator of courtly love tradition.
Lancelot replaces Gawain as the favorite lover of Guenevere,
acceding to the fantastic labors which Lancelot undergoes at the
bidding of his queen.

The replacement may have taken place

before Chretien's time, or it may be the result of his innovative
ness.

Whatever, the motivation, Chretien's poem is a serious love

story about Guenevere and Lancelot.
11

C.

s.

Lewis claims that

the emotions of Lance lot and :'...i-ueneYere are not really illustrated

save in a shallow sense, by their adventures; their adventures
are not really explained by their emotions. 1163 Lewis may not
regard love as a motivation for actions, and therefore ignores

,,,

Chretien's purp ose: to write a romance.

This criticism is one
,
of the few criticisms which scholars have of Chretien's poetry.
Of Lancelot's character P most scholars agree that everything but
his name is purely literary creation.

It is difficult to assess

why Chretien assigns Lancelot such a high place aJn.ong the
Arthurian heroes, yet through "Le Chevalier de la Charrette" the
fame of Lancelot is ultimately established.

Comparing "Le

Chevalier de la Charrette" and Le Marte D 1 Arthur focuses attention
upon the changing characterization of Lancelot, the illicit
relationship between Lancelot and Guenevere, and on Lancelot •s
position of supremacy over Gawain.

.,
Chretien's
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account of Guenevere's abduction is somewhat

shallow.64 In the beginning of "Le Chevalier de la Charrette, 11
,,,.
Chretien describes the great feast at Camelot and the abduction
of Guenevere in keeping with the abduction theme of Celtic
tradition.

Meleagan t receives the Queen after Arthur's rash

boon and, when Sir Kay is granted permission �o guard the Queen ta
safety, no one expects her to return.

Gawain follows in pursuit,

but Guenevere ·has been outrageously abducted.

Chretien uses

those devices from.the abduction theme as established earlier in
Celtic hero-sagas to focus attention on the action of the tale.
1-'Ialory, however, disrer;ards this theme ., perhaps preferring a
shorter version of the shameful cart episode.
Guenevere, in true courtly love fashion, goes "a-Maying,"
according to·Malory.

She takes ten of her best knights (not

including Lancelot because he is absent} to accompany her into
the fields and woods of Westmin ster.

Meleagant (like the strange

armored knight in Chr�tien 1 s account) surrounds the Queen and
her knights with his men and tries to capture her.

The Queen 1 s

men fight to defend her until she asks that they

left unharmed

if she rides with Meleagant.

be

Before her captivity, Guenevere

secretly commands one of her pages to ride and tell Lancelot
of her plight. _., When the court hears the news of Guenevere's
abduction, Lancelot immediately pursues the Queen.
Malory's account of the abduction of Guenevere focuses
attention on the hero, Lancelot.

The basic differences between

the "Knight of the Cart" story (which is a tale within a larger
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narra tive) by Malory and "Le Chevalier de la Charrette 11 (which
..

is an isolated tale) by Chretien are: the immediate recognition,
in Malory's version, of Lancelot as the chief of all the knigh ts,
where.,. in the beginning,· Chr�tien leaves him nameless; the rash
boon, which Malory chooses to bestow upon one of Arthur's own
men rather than upon a stranger; and the characterization of
Me leagan·t;, who, in :Malory, appears as a ;illain and in Ohr� tien
appears as,. a. 'mythic god of the dead ( according to folklore motif,
he rules in the land of no return).
The story of the ill-famed cart follows the abduction of
Guenevere.

Chrftien uses the incident of the cart as a unifying

theme throughout

11

Le Chevalier de la Charrette. 11

It achieves

its signific:ance by the manner in which Lancelot subjugates his
own honor to Guenevere's demands.

Chr�tien explains that:

In, those: .. d:lj7S such a cart served the same purpose
as does a pillory now; and in such good town where
there are more than three thousand such carts
nowadays, .in those times there was only one, and
this, like our pillories, had to do service for all
those who commit murder or treason, and those who
are guilty of any delinquency, and for theives
who have stolen other's property or have forcebly
seized it on ·the roads. Whoever was convi_cted of
any crime w�s placed upon a cart and dragged
through all the streets, and he los t henceforth
all his legal rights and was never afterward heard,
honored, or welcomed in any court. The carts were
so dreadful that the saying was then first used:
"When thou dost see and meet a cart, cross thyself
and call upon God� that no evil may befall thee"
( Chritien, p. 274, •

,.

Chretien then foretells of the eventual sorrow which Lancelot
will rect�ive both for his ride in the cart and for the moment

3.5.
of hesitation �e spent in deciding w hether or;not he should get
into it.

Malory turns this act of humility into an act of gallantry.

Malory transforms the shameful cart into one which is
used for the hauling of wood, not for the transportation of
p�isoners.

The emphasis is placed on Lancelot's dauntless desire

to reach Meleagant•s castle by the fastest and be!Jt means
available to him.

He is given no reason for hesitation, nor any

decisions to make; thus the honor of his name is preserved and
his actions can transcend those in "Le Chevalier de la Charrette."
Instead of Chretien's hesitant hero, Malory presents an
lover observing the chivalric codes.

enraged

Lancelot strikes one of

the carters who refuses to let him ride and corrmands the other
carter to drive him to the ga tes of Meleagant 1 s castle.

When

a damsel sugge·sts that the knight is being taken to a hanging,
Guenevere scolds the damsel for mentioning disgrace of Lancelot's
honor.

Malory places his account of Lancelot and the cart at

later st age in the romance between

1a

Lancelot and Guenevere than

does Chretien. Malory had apparently decided that Lancelot was
to be his major character when, at the end of the "Tale of Sir
Launcelot du Lake, 11 he writes "and so at that tyme sir Launcelot
had the grettyste name of ony knyght of the worlde, and moste
he was honouref of hyghe and lowe" (Malory, p. 173).
Cre·�Ling

a

new hero creates a problem.

Malory cannot ignore

the already established magnitude of such heroes as Trist� and
Gawain.

The:.:-efore, he has to invent a new tale for Lancelot, one

which would elevate him from the rela tively min.or role he plays
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in Tristan, Questa del Saint Graal, or "Eric."

So, Malory

establishes Lancelot as a model for all the other knights, one
who is mighty i n power as well as in love:

"But iz:i. especia.11

hit f!rowess and noble dee� was prevyed on sir Launcelot dµ
Lake, for in all turnementes, justys, and dedys of armys, both
for lyff and deth, he passed all oth,3r knyghtes" (Malory, p. 149).
Larry D. Benson says that in order for a knight to prove himself,
he must "succeed in a preliminary adventure, triumph in a
tournament, overcome a danf.erous enemy, and thus abolish an evil
custom, and then out-joust his fellow knights (in disguise, if
he is already a member of the Round Table).1165 Lancelot's deeds
conform to this cri terioo; thus Malory has little difficulty in
analyzing Lancelot's actions.

Chr�tien and Malory, then,

coordinate all of Lancelot's actions toward one conclusion: his·
character embodies various elements of ideal lmighthood.
To epitomize Lancelot as the ideal knight, Malory creates
a second theme, t hat. of the meritorious lover, which, of course,
involves Lancelot's relationship with Guene vere.

The "Tale of

Sir Launcelot and Q,ueen Guenevere" i:3 concerned with chivalry
and the roles which the couple play in the eventual downfall of
Arthur 1 s kingdom.

Malory's compassionate admiration for the

couple in··the " 'J.'ale of Sir Launcelot and Queen Guenevere" is
comparable to Chr�tien 1 s treatment of the illicitness of their
affair in

11

Le Chevalier de la Charret.te."

In the beginning of Nalory's tale, Lancelot is found in a
somewhat ambiguous position.

He was only partially successful

in the Quest fo r the Holy Grail.
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He attempts to honor his

promise made during the quest, and to cool his ardor for Guenevere,
but, "a.s the booke seyth, had nat si.r Launcelot bene in his prevy
thoughtes and in hys myndis so sette inwardly to the quene as he
was in semynge outewarde to God, there had no knyght passed h3D1
in the queste of the Sankgrea.11 11 (Malory, p. 611).
repays Lancelot with scorn.

The Queen

The structure of Le Morte D'Arthur

shows how Malory condemns the rela.ti.onship of Lancelot and
Guenevere by placing the

11

Tale of Sir Launcelot and Queen Guene verell

between the "Tale of the Sankgreal" and the "Tale of the Morte
Arthur."

The subtle placement of this affair between the quest

in which Lancelot reaches his highest mark as a knight-and before
the death of Arthur and the dissolution of the Round Table, bears
witness to the destructive elements of Lancelot and Guenevere's
betrayal of Arthur, Lancelot's betrayal of the promise from the
quest, and Arthur's betrayal of his convictions-those·principles
upon which his kingdom was built-all of which lead-to the
inevitable downfall of the Arthurian society.
Though Malory idealizes the romance of Lancelot and

�
Chretien,
however,

Guenevere, he does not leave t hem blameless.
idealizes their relationship even more.

Chr�tien characterizes

Guenevere, accofding to Loomis, as "dwelling on the pangs and

·

ecstacies of her lover and slave, Lancelot."

66

Chr�tien developed

a relationship and brought it into conformity with amour
courtois 67 Chretien's purpose in relating the story was
0

apparently to build a romance whii:�h would epitomize the elements
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or courtly love and establish the tradition which links Lancelot's
Paris concluded that it was Chr�tien who
first made Lancelot the favorite lover of Guenevere,68 even though

name to Guenevere's.

by earlier tradition Gawain was both her lover and the knight
credited with her deliverance from M,3leagant. Lancelot, through
Chretien, supplants Gawain as the favorite lover of Guenevere,
and surpasses him in prowess among the knights of the Round Table.
One characteristic of the Lancelot-Guenevere romance
remains unchanged in its development �o ·m Chretien to :Malory:
the adulterousness of their relationship.

As if to blame Lancelot

and Guenevere's weakness for tha corruption of Arthur's court,
Malory portrays Lancelot as the knight-lover, the knight-servant,
and the knight-virtuous, whose greatest attribute, incompatible
with the Grail quest, is his faithfulness to Guenevere.

Lancelot

and Guenevere could not hide the affair from the eyes and ears
of· an idealistic King.

As Malory I s "'rale of Sir La.uncelot and

Queen Guenevere'' begins, Arthur has learned of their earlier
adultery, ·.-.ruid. Arthur, as his position weakens, is evidently willing
to forgive the couple in order to preserve the Round Table.

Through

Arthur's "blindness," Lancelot and Guenevere bring about an
emotional climax to Le Morte D 1 Arthur which Malory uses as the

..

reason for t he downfall of Arthur's court.
.

In a tale structured

to show growing suspense, unlike ChrEitien 's "Le _Chevalier de la
Charrette, 11 Malory presents a step-by-step development of Lancelot's
love for Guenevere.

The suspense, as noted by Benson, "which

mounts as we anticipate Arthur's discovery, is accomplished by
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the increasing culpability of the lovers, symbolized by tha
duels that Lancelot fights on the Q.ueen•s behal:f': first he fights
Sir Melluagaunce to defend her from a charge of which she is only
technically innocent (since she has been accused of adultery
with one of the wounded knights rather than with Lancelot).

In

the next tale, Lancelot again saves Guenevere from the stake,
although this time sh e is clearly guilty, and in the process
he kills the blameless Gareth.

By this point the adultery has

become public knowledge and the fellowship of the Round Table �s
6
broken as a result.11 9
The inventive differences between the account given by Malory
and that of Chr�tien (apart from the obvious differences in
type of narrative, length, and the real setting a.s opposed to a
mythical setting) lie with Malory 1 s and Chr�tien r s ultimate
attempts to develop Lancelot as a romantic hero of great magni
tud6.

They succeed by describing how Lancelot shows loyalty

to his lady and Malory shows how Lancelot achieves moral perfection
of body and spirit in the final sane tity of the hermitage.
Lancelot•s qualifica.tion

for becoming the best knight in the

medieval world is his utter end complete loyalty to Guenevere,
an unreasonably demanding woman, yet, his lover.

Through his

love for Guenev�re, Lancelot is inspired to become the best knight

of chivalry, the greatest supporter of Arthur, th,e greatest lover,
and finally, the greatest penitent, which eventually leads him
to sainthood.

With these qualities, Lancelot achieves perfection.

In contrast, Malory •s Gawain lacks the depth 1d th which Lancelot
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loves, and, .through his perfection, Lance lot overshadows Gawain.
Not that Gawain does not contribute to the destruction of
the Round Table, for he is motivated by vengeance for the death
or his brother, who is inadvertently slain in his innocence by
Lancelot.

In Le Morte D 1 Arthur, Malory presents Gawain as a tragic

character, one whose hero-seat of honor has been taken over by the
new lover of the Queen.

Loomis feels that Chr�tien•s Gawain,

however, possesses the motivations of knightly honor.

Borrowing

perhaps from Geoffrey, Chr�tien describes the adventures of
Gawain, independent from the Grail story, in Percevai,70 where
Gawain befriends the young knight and presents him to Arthur's

court.

In

11

Le Chevalier de la Charrette, 11 Gawain is portrayed

as the long suffering searcher for t he lost Lancelot. Gawain
informs the King that Meleagant has seized Gueneve re and f<hllows
with the speech:

11

•Sire,

1

he s·ay.s, 'you have done a very foolish

thing, which causes me great surprise; but if you will take my
advice while they are still near and by, I and you will ride
after them, and a ll those who wish to accompany us.

For my part 1

I cannot restrain myself from going in pursuit of them at once•"
,,,.
(Chretien, p. 273}. For Gawain's part, it was his duty as a
chivalrous knight.

For Lancelot, it was the duty off a chivalrous

knight and of a·lover.
Bruce believes that it is Gawain's main function in

11

Le

Chevalier de la Charrette" "to exemplify the knightly virtues
of prowess and courtesy in their highest manifestations.1171 It
is interesting, then, to note that in Chretien's Eerceval, the

sword Excalibur which once belonged to Arthur, belongs now to
Gawain.

It would seem that when the stories of Arthur and his

knights were remade into romances, the sword, in the hands of
an idle king, needed the handling of a powerful knight, Gawain.
Gawain himself lends Excalibur to Lancelot, as described �n
The Vulgate Version of the_Arthurian Romances,72 to aid him in
his battle against Meleagant for the protection of Guenevere.
Through this transference of weapons, the transference of duty
is achieved as Lancelot then becomes the acting protector of th-e
Queen.

Gawain is the first to admit in "Le Chevalier de la

Charrette 11 .tha t he should not receive any compliments for the
return of Guenevere to safety.

HE: credits Lancelot fully with

the "honour as was never won by any other knight 11 (Chretien, p.

337).

And Gawain discovers that the letter received earlier,

supposedly from Lancelot, is a forgery.

The ever-dutiful

knight, Gawain, pledges to find Lancelot and if he cannot be
found, to fight Meleagant at the pledged battle and rescue the
honor of the court.

The remaining task for Gawain, according

to Chr�tien, is one final show of .humility and fealty to his
comrade knight, when he disarms himself before Lancelot, does
battle with Meleagant, and watches as Lancelot takes on his
armor.

This final act is one w hich places the last transference

of position from Gawain to Lancelot, an action which elevates
Ma.lory 1 s hero in Le ·horte D'Arthur.
In Le Morte D 1 Arthur, Gawain's major involvement can be
fou..r1d in the "Tale of the Marte Ar•thur. tt

Wilfred Guerin says·
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that Malory was concerned with the story of an ideal society in
a non-ideal world, he chose to build his tragedy around the
central personalities of Arthur, Lancelot, and Gawain.1173 In
Le Norte D•Arthur, Gawain is a tragic contrast to those character
istics of Chr�tien's Gawain.

Malory's Gawain also is a deliberate

contrast to Lancelot rs character.

Gawain maintains those worldly

characteristics which no longer fit in a medieval Christianized
version of Arthur's society.
proud, and murderous.
of their ideals.

Gawain is envious, unmerciful,

The contrast is evident through a conflict

Though the ideals for which Gawain stands and

those for which Lancelot stands are not directly debated.in the
text, their ideals are exposed through their actions.

The final

conflict arises, however, at the slaying of Gawain's brother, Gareth.

i✓.alory describes the breach between the two knights:

So sir Launcelot faught wyth sir Gawayne, and whan
sir. Launce lot fel te hys myght evermore encrese, sir
Launcelot wondred and drad hym sore to be shamed;
for, as the Freynshe booke seyth, he wende, whan he
felte sir Gawayne double hys strengthe, that he had
bene a fyende and none earthely man. Wherefore sir
Launcelot traced and traverced, and coverde hymselff
with hys shylde, and kepte hys myght and hys brethe
durying three owyrs. And that whyle s1 7 Gawa�ae gaff
hym many sad bruntis and many sad strokis,
that all
knyghtes that behylde sir Launcelot mervayled how he
myght endure hym, but full lytyll undirstood they
that travayle that sir Launcelot had to endure hym.
(Malory, P e 704).
It can be argued th at the killing of Gareth brought out the anger
of Gawain to the point of irrationality.

The court was shocked

that Lancelot could have slain someone as worthy as Gareth.
Yet, "there is no one event which makes the fall of the Round
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Table inevitable, 11 writes Mark Lambert,

11

but the1"e is one central

event in the tragedy, and that is the killing.

In terms of plot,

Gareth's death is important because it means Gawain is now against
Lancelot and will force Arthur to be against Lancolot; thematically,
it means the basic knightly relationship, which in Le.Morta
D' Arthur is the basic human relationship, is dest1•9yed. "74

Chapter Four

LANCELOT AS THE EPITOME OF 1.1HE COURTLY LOVER
Gaston Paris introduced the term courtly love, or amour
..

courtois, · in a famous article in Romania in 1883..

Since then,

it has been a conventional part of the critical vocabulary of
medieval studies.

The most meaningful explanation of the term

lies with Paris who proposes the term amour courtois, as
characterizing the love of Lancelot for Guenevere, when he discusses
/

Chretien's "Le Chevalier de la Charrette."

In describing.the love

of Lancelot and Guenevere, 75 Paris calls their relationship

The love, according to Paris, is illicit,

a kind of idolatry.

yet undeniably marked by an almost religious devotion of the lover
to his lad,y.

Lancelot is a supreme example of the lover.

Ha

accepts the total superiority of his mistress and humbly attempts
to render himself worthy of her by performing whatever daring or
ignominous feats she may command.
The definition of courtly love was followed by Paris'
theory of its origin.

He cites the influence of Ovid, the

social conditions of the twelfth-century courts, and the new
Provin9al poetry.

The influence of Provin9al poetry may be

linked to yet another possible source, that of Celtic literature.
These stories by unknown authors were a native Celtic product.
They represented a very self-conscious and artificial form of art;
which had its origins, as far as is known, in the songs of the
country people.

It is also possible that many of the stories

were passed into the minds of the French during the Norman C_onquest.
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In 1152, Henry of Anjou was married to Eleanor of Aquitaine,
who was the mother of Marie de France.

Henry of Anjou became

the crowned Henry II King of England in 1154.

He, with Eleanor,

reigned over a territorial kingdom which stretched from Scotland

to the Pyrermes, therefore including all of western France, which
was known at that time as the land occupied by a gr oup of people
who spoke Provin9al. Studies of Provin9al poetry,76 by Anthony
Bonner, show that the content of these love poems was, in general,
a matter of literary convention.

The convention, influenced by

an .English monarchy, and transmitted from Eleanor to Marie de
Franc(3, may explain how English literary oral tradition was
brought to the Provin�al poets.
The Provirn;al canso possesses major concerns, according
to Bonner, similar to those of courtly love concepts.
ca..YJ.so, the poet complains of his lady's harshness.

In the

There are ofte n

pleas for mercy or rejoicing in expectation of t he pleasure the
poet will receive.

Provin9al poetry uses conventional terms of

courtly love, such as

11

joi" (pleasure),

11

joven 11 (youth),

11

pretz"

(worth, merit, distruction), as well as 11 gilos" (the jealous
husband).77 The veneration of women, which distinguishes the
literature of c ourtly love, may be traced to the influence of the
spirit of chiv�lry, which was a very important factor in the
development of the literature as well as of the society of that
age.

Magnus MacLean confirms t his theory when he claims that

"it is equally well known that the origin of :these tales may be
8
t·raced to Wales through the northwest of· France," 7 the· kingdom
of Brittany once ruled by Henry and Eleanor.
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The incidents which occur in the stories of Lancelot and
Guenevere are partial imitations of t he forlorn lovers in
Provin9al love poetry.

Arthur's ler.liency (cf. Pwyll's willing

nes s to grant Gwawl his boon, and also Pwyll 1 s submission to
Rhiannon) and Guenevere's frailty (cf. Niamh's temptation of

.,.

Cu Chulainn), as well as Arthur's desire to protect his realm,
are justified in popular tradition as represented by Celtic
abduction stories.

The popularity of abduction stories in early

Irish and Celtic literature is demonstrated in such works as
11

Pwyll Lord of' Dyved 11 and the sagas of

C1l

Chulainn.

These

stories offer examples of the contributions of the literature of
the Celts to the development of. courtly love traditions.
In the story of "Pwyll Lord of Dyved," Gwawl, son of Clud,
appears to Pwyll and Lady Rhiannon, but Pwyll does not know him.
Pwyll treats him as a friend and invites him to partake of the
feast which has.been prepared for the troops of Pwyll's kingdom.
Gwawl refuses the invitation to sit a Pwyll 1 s table, saying that
he is a supp l.iant with an errand: a .favor to ask of the king.
Without caution, Pwyll pledges that whatever he asks, if it b�

in his power, .. will be granted hlm.

Rhiannon becomes alarmed at

this pledge for she knows the identity of the stranger, one who
seeks her love.- Gwawl requests to sleep with the woman he loves
best, Rhiannon.

Thus, the first step in the pat.tern of the abduction

story 79 is estab lished, when the husband is visited by a mysterious
stranger who is a former lover of the lady and has come to claim
· her.

The second step is his claiming the right to demand anything

he may w:tsh, and of course, he demands the person of the lady.

In the third step of the pattern, he does not, however,
consummate his union with her at once.

Following the account

of Pwyll an d Rhiannon again, compliance at this point is clearly
stated: ·'.''Friend,' said Rhiannon, 'as for the preparations and
the feast which are here, I have already given them to the
troops and companies of Dyved, and I cannot allow them to be
given anyone else.

But a year from tonight in this court a feast

will be prepared for you, my friend, and you shall sleep with
me� ·1 1180
In the fourth step, the intruder takes the lad y with him,
only to be pursued by the husband (or her knight, which 1s the
case with Lancelot).

The abductor resides in a supernatural

re�lm, which the pursuant reaches after trave rsing a perilous
passage and being entertained by a "hospitable host. 11
�

The

Cu

Cnulain n cycle gives an account of Cu•s stay in the Valley of
the Deaf.

He is sent there to seek Niarnh for his instructions.

C� is entertained in a royal hall at a great feast prepared for
him by Niamh and Cathbhadh.
In the fifth step of the abduct;ion formula, the rescuer
finally succeeds in recovering the lad y.

/

Ch retien develops the

story of the tournament between Lancelot and Meleagant in the
kingdom of Logres before Guenevere and Bademagu.

Meleagant

appears to have· beaten Lancelot until Guenevere rouses hi s spirits
and encourages Lancelot to victory, thus rescuing Guenev ere.
The sixth step varies i n the development of the abduction
sequence 0

It is most often the case in Celtic tales that the

heroine is a fee, or the former wife (or mistress) of the
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abductor.

/

Badhbh, daughter of Cailidin, · in the Cu Chulainn

sagas, is a fairy who may change her disguise at·will, and she
uses this gift to tempt

Cu

to leave the protection of his king

and comrades •. Rhiaru1on possesses unexplained powero.

In "Pwyll

Lord of' Dyved," she devises a plan whereby Gwawl will be killed.
Rhiannon gives instructions to Pwyll:

11

When Gwawl is in the

midst of feasting you must enter, dressed in shabby clothes and
with the bag in your hand, and you must ask for nothing more than
the filling of the bag with food.

.

..

.After a great deal has peen

put in Gwa.wl will ask you if your bag will ever b<➔ full, and you
j_ t

will answer that

will not unless a very powerful noble rises

and presses down the food with both feet and says, 'Enough has

.

been put inside.

1

11
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When Gwawl complies with this request, the

bag is i1mnedia tely closed and tied in a knot.
is a fee, nor does she possess magic powers.

Guemevere neither
In the transition

.f'rom Celtic lore to medieval romance, the emphasis is shlfted
to the powers of love, which possess a certain magic, and their
influence on the chival ric knight's devotion to the lady he
loves.

Pwyll arid

Cu

are just two examples of the many prototypes

of lovers who preceded later characters in the development of
Arthurian romance.
All thes�' factors, such as the mysterious st;ranger, the
misfortunate request, the pursuit of the lady, converge to
produce a large body of source

Ill/3.

teri.al which Chretien, in "Le

Chevalier de la Charrette, 11 may have used.

,,

'

In a ddition to the

theme of abduction, Chr.etien develops ot her aroas of courtly love
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tradition.

These motifs, possibly borrowed from Celtic legends,

include the perilous bed, the rash boon, t he shameful cart, the
land of the dead, the ambiguous oath, the knight :tncogni to at the
tourne y, an d the three-day tournament.

,I"

Chretien, in

11

L3

Chevalier de la Charrette, 11 incorporates these devices which aid
in the development of a medieval romance.

The th:ree-day

tournament, for example, occurs, according to Chr6tien, after
Lancelot's imprisonment in Meleagant's tower.

Freed by Meleagant's

wife, Lancelot arrives at the tournament incogn ito (before he
leaves, the lady gives him the Vermillion armor of her lord}.
In this episode, the imprisonment of Lancelot and his eventual
participation in the tournament at Noauz may be analyzed as a
combination of the Celtic motifs of the Otherworld, the tower,
and the knight incognito, which may be found in such works as
11

.Peredur, 11 "Sir Orfeo" (a Middle English verse romance based on

a Breton lai), and Chr'etien' s "Le Chev&lier de la Charrette. 11
Each of these impose the pa ttern of encounter with the dwarf, the
knight 1 s enthrallment with the hospitable lady and the wooing
of her, and the lady's pr oviding arms for the knight to do battle
in the tournament.
There are certain features of the plot of these stories
which recur.

The hero meets a mounted dwarf.

In Chretien,
;,

Lancelot is placed in t he custody of a beautiful and fine lady
to whom he gives only slight encouragement.

The amorous lady

gives him the horse and armor of her husband and permits him to
fight in the tournament.

/'
Chretien , then, models the plot

or his

story after already established codes of chivalric tradition.
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Chretien writes "Le Cheva lier de la Charrette11 in accordance
with the doctrine of a lover's abject submission to his lady.
The convergence of many influences which helped develop
medieval concepts of courtly love may be found, in the opinion
of

Paris, at the court of Cha mpagne during the reign of the

Countess Marie, the daughter of Eleanor of Aquitaine. 82

Marie

inherited her mother's love of the world and its pleasures, as
well as her lite rary tastes.
emergence

She became a major-influence in too

of a new literature which used as its subject matter

the sensibility of love.

.,,

Chretien, the court poet of Marie, gave

express ion to amour cou1�tois in his romances.

From Champagne

and other courts, the poetry and practices of courtly love
spread over Europe.
Truly Chretien is the major contributing writer to the
development of courtly love traditions.

Paris feels that "Le

Chevalier de la Charrette" 1s a representation of the new

concept of love which entered medieval. French literature. 83
The love-service of Lancelot is just one phase of courtly love
illustrated by the abduction story and the visit to the Otherworld
which are borrowed from Celtic literature. It is important to
.,,.
envisage wh:at Chretien has done to establish this literary
convention.

A pattern had a lready develope d prior to Chretien.

From Celtic tales to Arthurian legends, including the histories
used by Geoffrey, fr.om Provin9al poetry to Chretien, end from
"Le Chevalier de la Char rette" to Le Morta D 1 Arthur, the hero of
Arthur's Round Table has acquired a name, a position at the
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c ourt, a mistress, and an established prominence as being the
hero of the literary tradition of courtly love.
The niechanisms of courtly love, according t o Bonner, can
be said t.o hinge on four considerations.
the tension created by unrequited love.

First, it thrives on
Second, any hopes of

the love's being requited are based not so much on the aspirant's
charm or good looks, but rather on his ability to make himself
worthy of his lady.

Third, the courtly love affair is an

essentially adulterous relationship;

the courtly love poet never

writes of his own wife or of an unmarried girl.

The object of

the knight's affection is most often the wife of
and usually older in age.

another man

Such a relationship with one's own

wife or an unmarried girl lacks the necessary tension to set
the whole mechanism in motion.
relationship is secretive;

Fourth, the courtly love

the lover refers to the lady, or

vice versa, often by means of synonyms.

In retur.n for love, the

courtly lover would dedicate himself to her as a vassal would be
8
ever in the servic e of his lord. 4 These are the c riteria
which Malory uses in his a ccount of the love bet.ween Lancelot and
Guenevere.
Ma lory may have borrowed the fantasies of chivalric romance,
such as knight�errantry, conflicts, love of ladies, high ideals
of noble behav ior, the knight's solitary quest, from the Vulgate
cycle, which may have been influenced by Chr�tien.

Malory's

originality, however, is evident in the way he conglomerates and
condenses the Grail stories, the principle Arthurian stories (such
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a� the romantic adultery of Lancelot end Guenevere), and the
story of Arthur•s death.

Nalory attempts to present his version

of Arthurian romance with more recognizably practical historical

,.

realism and directness, than does Chretien.
:itayer-upon-layer development of

In tracing the

tre Arthurian concept, Malory

found at his disposal such sourcEis as Gel tic legends which were
garnered from Welsh or Breton sources, elements from cla ssical
Latin literature attracted by the courts and twelfth. and thirteenth
century romances.

Basically, Arthur and his knights, as they are

seen in the earliest romances, may have little in common with
their Celtic prototypes.

The Arthurian scholar can only dimly

catch sight of them in Irish, Welsh P and Breton legends.

Those

legendary figures found in the prose account of Malory's Le
Morte D 1 Arthur are copies of characters created by a generation
of French poets and later prose writers who took over a great
mass of folklore •

.From both Chretien and Malory, Lancelot

receives recogn ition as t he greatest hero-lover ever to be
elevated from the vague past of Celtic legend to a knight at the
Round Table.
As the primary lmight of Arthur's court, Lancelot is the
epitome of true and noble love.

Through Chretien, who combines

the fo rmula of courtly.love with the elements of Arthurian legend,
Lancelot, according to C.

s.

Lewis, s.chieves recognition as the

greatest representative of courtly love traditio�. 85

The labors

which Lan celot undergoes at the bidding of the Queen symbolize
courtly love practices.

"Le Chevalier de la Charrette" describes
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the secret love o.f Lancelot and Guenevere-a love mingled with
themes centered around or closely related to Arthurian romance:
chivalry (lmighthood), courtly love, devotion to God, and
adultery.

The .figure of Lancelo t personifies love in two respects:

the love of a woman and the love of chivalrous knighthood.
Malory's Lancelot achieves perfection as the most noble knight
at Arthur's court and the greatest lover of Guenevere Q

Le Norte

D 1 Ar.thur is Maloryts recoenition of Lancelot's superiority.
Lancelot, who is a combination of ��'H: Courtois and knight
errantr•y, contributes not only to the development of Arthurian
matter, but also to the development of courtly love tradition.
Chretien is attributed with having t1-- ansformed courtly
love songs into courtly love narrative.

Denis de Rougemont feels

that readers must thank Eleanor of Aquitaine for transmitting
the rules and secrets of' courtly love ..

86

Chretien, then receives

credit for his interpretations of those rules, and Lancelot is
recognized for his r ole as the courtly lover.

Most of Lancelot•s

contributions_ to the development of courtly love tradition lie
within his allegience to wha t de Hougemont calls "the Cult of
8
the Ideal Woman." 7 One theory claims that medieval love poetry
has been transferred from the worship of the Blessed Virgin Mary
to the worship of the chiva.lrous knight's lady.

Though there are

obvious characteristic overtones in tre comparison of the knight's
love for his lady and the Christian's devotion to the Virgin
Mary, there is no literary evidence which can clarify whether
courtly love is modeled after Chr:lstian love, or whether the
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reverse is tr·.le.

Lewis defines Renaissance courtly love as a

love that "reaches the divine without abandoning the human and
becomes spiritual while remaining-carna1."88 This definition
is applicable to Malory's Lancelot.

Malory's Lancelot shows a

defini te love of God, albeit a lov e subsidiary to his lov e for
Guenevere.

Lewis' theory, howev er, is not applicable to Chretien.

Lewis describes the courtly love relationship as one in
which the lover is always abject.

General ly, the courtly lover

is described as one who idealizes his lady.

"Obedience to his

lady's lightest wish, however whimsical, and silent acquiescence
to her rebukes, however,, unjust, are the only vir•tues he (the
courtly love.i]dares to claim. 1189 In both ChrEitie:n and Malory,
La..'1.celot is consistently submissive to Guenevere.

In

11

Le Chevalier

de la Charrette, 0 and in Malory's Le Morta D 1 Arthur Lancelot
embodies many e.spects of the characteristic courtly lover:

he

rescues damsels, he makes promises to women an � keeps them, he
submits himself to his lady, he jousts and performs victoriously
in battle to honor Guenevere, he sacrifices personal honor
without sacri.ficing integrity, and he loves without regard to
consequence.

The nature of Lancelot's love fo r Guenevere is

adulterous.

Courtly love, however, often is adulterous, and

therefore·Lancelot's seemingly dishonorable actions are actually
honorable in that he is loved by Guenever,e in return, which is
the knight's greatest achievement.

According t o de Rougemont,

the starting point of "Le Chevalier de la Charrette" is Chretien ts
concern with Lancelot's "sin against courtly love-the physical
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possession of a real woman, and.hence a profanation of love.1190
De Rougemont uses this point to explain why Lancelot fails in
the Grail quest •. Since "Le Chevalier de la Charrette" is not
concerned with Lancelot's involvement in the G�ai l quest, de
�
Rougemont•s statement is not pertinent to Chr�tien. Chretien's
story accepts the adulterous courtly ideal and glorifies
Lancelot's obtaining Guenevere's love.
standing of love�

Chr�tien is more under

Nonetheless, de Rougemont's statement is

applicable to Malory.

Malory in his narrative sequence, places

Lancelot's adulterous affair with Guenevere after the account of
the Grail quest.
is inferredj,

Before the account of the Grail quest, adultery

after the Quest, adultery is evident.

Emphasis

is placed on the effects of the Lancelot-Guenevere relationship
on the dissolution of the Round Table.

Lancelot fails in the

Quest because of his failure in devotion to God, because he was
even more devoted to Guenevere than to God.
/

Chretien describes the court's reactions to Lancelot 1 s
retwm, after being held captive in 1-'Ieleagant's castle: "Therefore
they all rejoice, and the court, which so long has looked for
him, comes together to honour him.

Their happiness dispells and

drives away the so�row which formerly was theirs.

Grief takes

flight and ls �eplaced by an awakening joy" (Chr�tien, p. 3.56).
Chretien then describ es the joy which Guenevere.feels.

in the jubilee and runs to greet Lancelot.

She shares

She welcomes him,

with restraint, for she dares not reveal her love where Arthur
and others may see.

Reason dictates her actions and forces her
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to be patient until she may properly welcome him in secret.
Arthur and his court could not have greeted Lancelot so honorably
had they despi sed his relationship with Guenevere.
they knew of the affair.

Doubtless

Secrecy is perhaps the one element of

courtly love which Chr�tien maintains throughout the story.

In

Malory, there 1s only the pretense of secrecy, while everyone
really knows of the affair.

,.
Secrecy, in Chretien
and Malory,

allows Lancelot to take his relationship beyond a literary
religion of chaste love.

Lancelot achieves not only his lady's

favor, which is in keeping with courtly love tradition, but
also his ladyts love, as is demonstrated in the blood-stained
b e d ep i so d e.

9
Lewis feels that cour tJ.y 1 ove necessi' t a tes aau
' ltery;

the fact that Lancelot's love for Gu13nevere in both Chr�tien and
Malory is adulterous may not be disputed .,

The secrecy of their

relationship enha.n.ces the noble qualities of their love.

/
Chretien's
Lancelot may be the prototype of many noble

lovers who have appeared since the Middle Ages.

Malory, for

instance, finds Lancelot and Guenevere rs relationship troublesome,
yet he devotes the "Tale of Sir Launcelot and Queen Guenever:e u
to that relationship.

He treats their affair with respect (which

does not necessarily mean that he condones it).

Malory solicits

sympathy toward'the tragic element of their adultery, yet he does
not ignore the displeasure of Lancelot's guilt •. Perhaps guilt
is not the key word in Malory's treatment.

Lancelot suffers for

his and Guenevere's shame, rather than for their guilt.

Guilt

implies that some punishable crime has been co1TID1itted.

Malory

1

never depicts punishment for love treason.
in Malory.
shame.
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Love is not a cr ime

He does , however, expose Lancelot and Guenevere's

The difference in Chretien's and Malory's lovers lies

between the fifteenth-century public recognition of their love

.,

and Chretien's traditional secrecy of their affair.
Chretien utilizes the dictates of courtly love which ar-�
manifested in the actions of Lancelot.

For example, in the

knight of the cart episode, Chr'atien 1 s first inscription ·in bis
"book of dictates" shows Lancelot 1 s reason is overcome by love:
11

But common sense, which is inconsistent with love's dictates,

bids him refrain from getting in, .warning him and counseling him
to do and undertake nothing for which he may reap shame and
disgrace.

Reason 9 which dares thus speak to him, reaches only

his lips, but not his heart; but love is inclosed within his
heart, bidding him and urging him at once to mount upon the cart"
(Chretien, pp. 271+-75}.

The damsel of the tower relates the

directions to Meleaga.nt's castle in exch&nge for a pledge from
Lancelot:

"But he proclaims, like one whom love makes rich,

powerful and bold for any enterprise, that at once and without
hesitation he will promise her anything she desires, and he puts

himself altogether at her disposal" (Chr�tien, P e 278).

Lancelot

is trying to p�event anything from delaying his pursuit of hia
lady, which is his duty.

As he rides in the direction·or the

sword-bridge, he encounters the knight at the ford:

"He of the

cart is occupied with deep reflections, like one who has no
strenith or defense against love which holds him in its sw.9.y.
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His tho ughts are such t hat he totally forgets himself, and he
knows not whether h e is alive or dead, forgetting even his own
name, not knowing whether he is armed or not, or whither he is
going or whence he came.

Only one creature he has in mind, and

for her his thought is so occupied that he neither sees or hears
nought else 11

(

Chr� t-ien, p. 279).

but to rescue �uenevere.

Lancelot has no other purpose

The knight at the ford offers him a

challenge, which Lancelot reads as a distraction and deals with
it accordingly. In the temptation episode, Lancelot withs�ands
the temptation of a fair damsel:

11

The knight has only one heart,

and this one is really no longer his, but has been entrusted to
someone else g so that be cannot bestow it elsewhere.

Love, which

holds all hearts beneath its sway, reauires it to be lodged in a
singl e place.

All hearts?

No, only those which it esteems.

And he whom love d eigns to control ought to prize himself the more.
Love prized his heart so highly that it constrained it in a
special manner, and made him so proud of this distinction that
I am not inclined to find special f a ult with him, if he lets alone
what love forbids, and remains fixed where it desires 11 (Chretien,
p. 286}.

Lancelot 1 s love for Guenevere does not allow him to be

unfaithful to her.

In the first battle episode with Meleagant,

Guenevere inter.cedes on Meleagant's behalf and.commands Lancelot
to cease fighting.

Lancelot obeys:

"The man .. who is a perfect

lover is always obedient and quickly and gladly does his
mistress' pleasure'' (Chr�tien, p. 318).

"

Chretien uses for his

final entry in his "book o f dictates" the episode of Lancelot's

attempted suici de:
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"For unquestionably he fares well who obeys

the commands of love, and whatever he does is pardonable, but
he is the coward who does not dare" (Chretien, p. 325).

Lancelot

justifies his ride on the shameful cart by saying that Love
commanded him.

Though Chretien's "book" is not complete, he does,

however, include those dlctates which are most important to the
character of Lancelot.
Malory does not describe love's dictates per se;
however, describe Lancelot as a servant of love.

he does ,

In Lancelot•�

service to Guenevere, his every achievement is motivated by love.
Kalory does know something of love in its traditional sense for
he describes in tb-e

11

11.'a.le of Sir LauI1c0lot and Q.uf,en Guenevere"

the likeness of true.love to sumrr..er (Nalory, pp. 648-l�9).

He

says that the month of Nay rekindles the desires of men and
women just as flowers and trees blossom and bear fruit.

The

most significant point :t-:.alory makes is not his description of
spring, but rather his comparison of stable love or true love
( the love of Arthur I s day) with contemporary love which runs
hot and cold (summer and winter).

There is a difference between

romantic love a.nd Christian love:

in Christian love, God should

be honored first, and the l ady second.

Malory regards romantic

love as accepta?le when it does not interfere with the love of
God.

Lancelot and Guenevere never consider marriage;

is not what Malory describes in this passage.

marri age

He emphasizes the

virtues of "stable'' love and thereby points oub Lancelot 1 s
instabi lity.

Lancelot's instability, according to R. T. Davies,
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is a result of the direct violation of courtly love (contrary
2
The emphasis
to Lewis; see note 91): fulfillment of passion.9
which Malory places on romantic love and 1 ts control on the lover
of Guenevere is motivated by the emotion of love itself,
contrast to Chre'tien's dictates which are established in
tradition.

in

The traditions of courtly love supply the foundations

on which the character of Lancelot is based, and both Chr�tien
and Nalo:ry supply those principles which make Lancelot the
greatest· qero of courtly lovers.
The complexities involved in the relationship between
Lancelot and Guenevere, according to Vinaver, are found in
Lancelot 1' s t:cttempts to :maintain a balance of love. 93 Lancelot
the knight is ruled by the codes of chivalry.
is ruled by the heart.

Lancelot the lover

Vinaver feels that courtly love poetry

is concernt,d with problems, not human realities.

A conflict

arises, therefore between the traditional ideals· of courtly love
and the practices of a .real lover who loves and receives love.
The consequence of both kinds of love, in Chr�tien and in Malory,
is the same:
action.

adultery.

Both chivalry and love demand honorable

Lancelot achieves nobility in both aspects of knighthood

and courtly love.

/

Vinaver says that "Chretien's work was a means

of giving shape· to amorphous matter and thought [he ideaology
of courtly l.ov� and of producing t he desired rel,ationship between
even ts and their antecedents.

The real novelty of Chr�tien's

romance was precisely this ordering quality: the urge not merely

.

to move and to impress, but to understand." 94
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This new concept of true love is evident throughout Malory's
Le Horte D 1 Arthur.

Malory's attitude toward love, as one may

perceive from the text of Le rforte D I Arthur, is a result of his
sympathy for the lover Lancelot.

Arthur's civilization crumbles

under the effects of an adultery which is exposed and punished
by Arthur.

The effect of adultery on the characterization of

Lancelot broadens Malory's consideration of his hero.
confesses his immeasurable love fer Guenevere.
his

11

Lancelot

He admits that

synne 11 hindered him from fully obtaining honor in the Grail

quest.

Malory portrays Lancelot as the best knight of Arthurian

chivalry (Galahad is, after all ,. not a worldly knight), a. picture
which Chretien presented earlier in the twelfth century.

In

Malory's attempt to produce an Engliah hero .11 Lancelot becomes an
extension of Arthur and his idealistic society o

Malory

develops Lancelot beyond Chretien's first knight of the Round Table
into the knight whose actions contribate to the destruction of
thg.t Table.

Malory continually confirms Lancelot's essential

goodness throughout Le Morta D'Arthur.

Only in the end does he

allow Aggravain to bring rebuke and shame upon Lancelot and
Guenevere.

This final shame, of course ,. was as inevitable and

as necessary as when Chretien allowed Lancelot to slay Meleagant
in "Le Chevalier de la Charrette."

,,.

Chretien, to save Guenevere

from sha.."lle, ends his romance with Lan.celot 1 s slaying of her
abductor/accuser.

Malory, to save Lancelot from disgrace, closes

his account of the life and deeds of Lancelot by allowing him
to die, shriven and cleansed, a saint:

"So whan syr Bors and
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his felowes.came to his b�dde they founde hym starke dede; and
he laye as he had smyled, and the swettest savour about hym that
ever they felte IT,he odor of sa.nctiti\ It (Malory, p. 724.).

The

irony of Malory's Lancelot may be found in the·manner in which
Lancelot achieves the ideal in three aspects:

the most noble

knight in Arthurian chivalry, the procurer of knightly virtuosity,
and the ideal lover.

In Chret:tren's and Malory's characterizations

of the best knight of the Round Table, they could not have 11:,ft
out the one prevalent force behind all of Lancelot's accompli.sh
ments:

his love for Guenevere.

was and is the greatest knight ..

Through this love, Lancelot
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